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DPS in pA where first studied in Strikman,Treleani 2002
Basic observation: there is DPS1-diagram a) like DPS in pp, but there is also diagram 
b) called DPS2 sometimes–two nucleons at the same impact parameter. The latter 
process is enhanced by  factor     A1/3 realistic estimate shows for A=200 the ratio of 
pA and pp DPS cross sections is approximately 3.



QCD correctons were considered in Blok, Strikman,Wiedemann (2013)

S=15 mb,A=200

So the DPS in pA may measure longitudinal 
correlations of partons in the nucleon

Question: how to see DPS2? 
Need  to substract  Leading twist contribution. Recently for the first time 

observed by LHCb in D system
Phys.Rev.Lett. 125 (2020) 21, 212001



New method developed in 
Alvioli,Azarkin,Blok,Strikman (2019)

In the b-space

Such different dependences on impact parameter in pA collisions can be used for 
unambigious extraction of DPS2 from the data on pA scattering eliminating SPS and DPS1 
backgrounds. So we can substract SPS background (Leading twist)

Question: can one indeed use this method to extract DPS2, what is the statistics 
needed for extraction and are there enough DPS2 events in pA collisions in 4 jet 
and dijet+Z,W processes to be measured in current and future runs?
Answer: all these processes can be studied at ATLAS and CMS with already the 
available data.



Basic formalism: mean field, corrections to mean field in pA are 
much smaller than in pp (Blok,Strikman, Wiedemann, 2013). 

The nuclear pdfs include shadowing corrections



Example 1:Wjj process

Basic idea: to eliminate inaccuracies we take the ratio of the number of Wjj events  and 

the number of W events, proportional to T(B).







Similar results for W+ two b-jets.





Z+dijet





Two dijets

The double ratio to decrease sensitivity 
to higher order corrections





2j2b



Conclusions

• There is enough statistics to see DPS2 in pA already with available data
• Additional work in particular calculation of NLO and NNLO corrections must be done 

to extract the longitudinal correlations due to large K factors in some channels.


